IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE MIDDLE DISTRICT OF TENNESSEE
NASHVILLE DIVISION
PERVIS PAYNE,
Plaintiff,

)
)
)
v.
)
)
)
TONY PARKER, in his official capacity )
as COMMISSIONER,
)
)
TONY MAYS, in his official capacity
)
as WARDEN; and
)
)

CAPITAL CASE
EXECUTION DATE:
December 3, 2020
No._______________

.

COMPLAINT
INTRODUCTION
“Tennessee has no business executing persons who are intellectually disabled.”
Tennessee Supreme Court
Payne v. State, 493 S.W.3d 478, 486 (Tenn. 2016)
“[T]he Constitution ‘restrict [s] ... the State’s power to take the life
of’ any intellectually disabled individual.”
United States Supreme Court
Moore v. Texas, 137 S. Ct. 1039, 1048 (2017) (emphasis in original) 1

1

Quoting Atkins v. Virginia, 536 U.S. 304, 321 (2002).
1
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1.

Pervis Payne (“Plaintiff” or “Mr. Payne”) is an inmate at Riverbend

Maximum Security Prison (“RMSI”). He is intellectually disabled. The United
States Constitution forbids his execution. Defendants are preparing to execute
him anyway.
2.

Evidence of Mr. Payne’s intellectual disability is unassailable.

Extensive psychological testing by multiple experts, including Dr. Daniel Martell
on whom the State of Tennessee relied in other capital cases, 2 evidences he meets
the criteria for intellectual disability as defined by the American Association for
Intellectual and Developmental Disabilities (“AAIDD”), the American Psychiatric
Association (“APA”), and Tennessee law.
3.

While evidence of Mr. Payne’s intellectual disability is not in dispute,

he has never been afforded the opportunity to present this evidence to a court in
Tennessee due to lack of a procedural vehicle.
4.

Despite twice decreeing, “Tennessee has no business executing persons

who are intellectually disabled,” 3 the Tennessee Supreme Court has shut the door
to every attempt by Mr. Payne to adjudicate his claim. Mr. Payne filed motions to
reopen, a petition for writ of error coram nobis, and a petition for declaratory
judgement. Each attempt has been denied for procedural reasons.

See Coe v. State, 17 S.W.3d 193 (Tenn. 2000); State v. Reid, 213 S.W.3d 792 (Tenn.
2006). Dr. Martell was the State’s witness in the trial of Daryl Atkins on remand
from the United States Supreme Court. Ex. A., Martell Declaration, p. 2.
3
Payne v. State, 493 S.W.3d at 486; Keen v. State, 398 S.W.3d 594, 613 (Tenn. 2012).
2

2
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5.

In 2016, in Payne’s case, the Tennessee Supreme Court urged the

legislature to patch this procedural hole in Tennessee law. Payne, 493 S.W.3d at
492. The Tennessee General Assembly has failed to act.
6.

However, on August 31, 2020, Rep. G.A. Hardaway, Chair of the

Tennessee Black Caucus of State Legislators, announced that the caucus will
submit a bill “on day one” of the 112th General Assembly. This bill will permit Mr.
Payne and similarly situated defendants the opportunity to present their Eighth
and Fourteenth Amendment claim in state court. See Burgess, Katherine,
Attorneys, Faith Leaders Compare Pervis Payne Death Penalty To Lynching, Ask
For DNA Testing, Commercial Appeal, August 31, 2020, available at
https://www.commercialappeal.com/story/news/2020/08/31/advocates-ask-dnatesting-pervis-payne-death-penalty-case/5669273002/ (last viewed Sept. 13,
2020). 4 Day one of the 112th General Assembly is after December 3, 2020.
7.

Mr. Payne seeks a declaration from this Court that Defendants’

conduct under color of state law in preparing for and proceeding with his
execution without the State of Tennessee providing him a procedure to adjudicate
his claim that the Eighth and Fourteenth Amendments to the United State
Constitution forbids his execution violates his procedural and substantive due
process rights. 42 U.S.C. § 1983. Mr. Payne requests injunctive relief preventing
the Warden from carrying out the execution order until a state remedy is created

Video of Rep. Hardaway’s complete remarks is available at
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cuxP7WVMFeM (last viewed September 13,
2020)
4

3
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that allows Mr. Payne to enforce his claim. Failure to do so will cause irreparable
harm.
JURISDICTION AND VENUE
8.

This is an action for declaratory and injunctive relief arising under the

Eighth and Fourteenth Amendments to the United States Constitution and 42
U.S.C. § 1983.
9.

This Court has jurisdiction under 42 U.S.C. § 1983, 28 U.S.C. § 1331,

1343(a)(3), 2201, and 2202, and 42 U.S.C. § 12133. 5
10.

Venue is proper in the Middle District of Tennessee pursuant to 28

U.S.C. § 1391(b)(2) because a substantial part of the events or omissions giving rise
to Mr. Payne’s claims have occurred, or will occur, in this district.
INCORPORATION OF ALLEGATIONS
11.

All allegations in this Complaint are incorporated in all sections as if

fully set forth therein.
PARTIES
12.

Pervis Payne, a citizen of the United Sates and resident of the State of

Tennessee is scheduled to be executed by the State of Tennessee pursuant to a state
court judgment of conviction for capital murder. 6

This complaint is not subject to dismissal as a second or successive petition for
habeas relief, Hill v. McDonough, 547 U.S. 543 (2006), or the Rooker-Feldman
Doctrine, Skinner v. Switzer, 562 U.S. 521 (2011).
6 In a separate action, Mr. Payne has petitioned the state court for DNA testing to
establish his innocence. State v. Pervis Payne, Shelby County Criminal Court No.
09-09594.
5

4
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13.

Defendant Tony Parker is the Commissioner of the Tennessee

Department of Corrections (“TDOC”). Defendant Parker is sued in his official
capacity. TDOC carries out the order of execution.
14.

Defendant Tony Mays is the Warden of Riverbend Maximum Security

Institution (“RMSI”). He supervises the implementation of the execution protocol
and is the individual responsible for signaling the executioner to proceed with
administration of lethal chemicals (or administration of electricity, depending on
which protocol is used). 7 He is sued in his official capacity.
CASE OR CONTROVERSY
15.

There is a real and justiciable case or controversy between the parties.
CLAIM FOR RELIEF

16.

Mr. Payne incorporates by reference each allegation contained in the

preceding paragraphs as if set forth fully herein.
17.

In Atkins, the United States Supreme Court found that the Eighth and

Fourteenth Amendments to the United States Constitution barred the execution of
intellectually disabled persons because it is “cruel and unusual” in violation of the
Eighth Amendment. 536 U.S. at 312.

The default method of execution in Tennessee is lethal injection. Tenn. Code. Ann.
§ 40-23-114 (2014). Because Mr. Payne’s conviction was prior to Jan. 1, 1999, he has
the right to elect electrocution. Id. No decision as to method of execution has been
made.
7

5
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18.

The Court left to the states, “the task of developing appropriate ways

of enforcing the constitutional restriction” on the execution of the intellectually
disabled. Id. at 321.
19.

The Supreme Court’s holding in Atkins mandated that states must

enforce the prohibition on executing the intellectually disabled, not undermine it.
Id. at 317 (emphasis added).
20.

The liberty interest at stake here – the right of an intellectually

disabled person to not be executed – flows directly from the Eighth and Fourteenth
Amendments. See Atkins, 536 U.S. at 321. Liberty interests may be created by
state statute. Wolff v. McDonnell, 418 U.S. 539, 556-58 (1974). Mr. Payne also has
a liberty interest derived from Tennessee’s statutory prohibition on executing the
intellectually disabled.
21.

Well before Atkins was decided, the Tennessee General Assembly

statutorily defined what it meant to be intellectually disabled and forbid execution
of those found to suffer from intellectual disabilities. According to Tenn. Code Ann.
§ 40-30-117, an intellectually disabled person would have:
a. Significantly subaverage intellectual functioning as evidenced by a
functional intelligence quotient (“IQ”) of 70 or below;
b. Deficits in adaptive behavior; and
c. The

intellectual

disability

must

have

manifested

during

developmental period, or by eighteen (18) years of age.

6
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the

22.

Mr. Payne is intellectually disabled and meets the Tennessee criteria.

He has significantly subaverage intellectual functioning, he has significant
adaptive deficits in each domain, and both deficits were present during the
developmental period (prior to age 18). This is evidenced by previous diagnoses of
intellectual disability. Ex. A, Martell Report; Ex. B, Reschly Report.
23.

A person’s IQ generally determines intellectual functioning. An

individual’s IQ score represents a range and not a fixed number. Hall v. Florida,
572 U.S. 701, 712 (2014). Deficits in intellectual functioning are commonly
determined by an IQ score approximately two standard deviations below the mean
adjusted for the standard error of measurement (“SEM”). Moore v. Texas, 137 S. Ct.
1039, 1045 (2017). An individual’s IQ test score on any given test may fluctuate for
a variety of reasons. These include the test-taker’s health; practice effect from
earlier tests; the environment or location of the test; the examiner’s demeanor; the
subjective judgment involved in scoring certain questions on the exam; and simple
lucky guessing. Id.
24.

Equally important in the psychological community is the widely

accepted scientific concept of norm obsolescence, also known as the “Flynn effect.”
25.

Mr. Payne exhibits deficits in intellectual functioning. According to the

most recent testing performed by clinical psychologist Dr. Daniel Martell, Mr.
Payne received a reported full-scale IQ score of 72. Ex. A, Martell Report. Given
that the norms on the Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale (“WAIS-IV”) which was
administered are outdated, his corrected score is 68.4. Id. The standard error of

7
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measurement would place his IQ as low as 63.4. Tennessee law acknowledges the
validity of the Flynn Effect. Coleman v. State, 341 S.W.3d 221, 242 n.55 (Tenn.
2011).
26.

Dr. Martell concluded:
(1) Mr. Payne has significantly subaverage intellectual functioning based
on valid, objective test scores that fall within the range of Intellectual
Disability.
(2) Mr. Payne exhibits significant deficits or impairments in all three
domains of adaptive functioning (Conceptual, Social and Practical) at the
level of “Mild” to “Moderate” severity.
(3) Mr. Payne’s intellectual and adaptive deficits originated in the
developmental period.
(4) Mr. Payne meets all of the criteria for Intellectual Disability pursuant
to Atkins v. Virginia.

27.

Dr. Martell’s testing is the most comprehensive to date. He conducted

neurocognitive testing to determine Mr. Payne’s capacity for reasoning, problemsolving, planning, abstract thinking, academic learning, and learning from
experience. The results revealed significantly subaverage functioning in these
areas:
•

Mr. Payne’s reading skills are in the Bottom 5th percentile of the
population for his age;

8
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•

Mr. Payne’s mathematics skills are below the bottom 0.1 percentile
for his age;

•

Mr. Payne’s language functioning is significantly impaired, with
evidence of expressive aphasia including dysnomia (an inability to
find words for things), paraphasia (an inability to pronounce words
correctly), and neurodevelopmental stuttering;

•

Both his immediate and delayed memory are in the bottom 1st
percentile, as is his auditory memory; and

•

Testing of his frontal lobe executive functioning revealed deficits
involving his capacity for:
(1) divided attention and multitasking;
(2) impulse control;
(3) behavioral perseveration (i.e. a pathological repetition of
behavior without self-awareness or control); and
(4) failure to maintain cognitive “set” (i.e., he has great difficulty
keeping track of what he is supposed to be doing).

Ex. A, at 15. Dr. Martell’s findings support the findings of Dr. Daniel Reschly who
found Mr. Payne to be intellectually disabled. In 2010, Mr. Payne was given a WAISIV by Dr. Reschly. His full-scale reported IQ score was 74, which corrects to 73. Ex. #
B, Reschly Report, p. 20. Given the standard error of measurement, the 2010 score
reflects an IQ score as low as 67.

9
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28.

Mr. Payne performed very poorly in school. He struggled to read and

had a very limited vocabulary. He would not read aloud and teachers would not ask
him to because they knew of his struggles.
29.

Denise Giles was a classmate of Mr. Payne’s from kindergarten

through seventh grade. Ms. Giles tutored Mr. Payne and other remedial students.
Ms. Giles reports that Pervis could not read, diagram sentences, or spell. In
seventh grade Mr .Payne was reading at a first or second grade level. He could not
sound out a word but knew simple words like cat and dog. He did not understand
when to use “ph” and when to use “f” or when to use “c” and when to use “k”. He
had a hard time grasping even simple concepts. Ex. C, Giles Declaration.
30.

Mr. Payne’s ninth grade English teacher, Mary Williams, stated that

Mr. Payne was not a good reader. He had poor comprehension and writing skills.
His spelling was “atrocious.” Ex. D, Williams Declaration.
31.

Martha Fayne, Mr. Payne’s tenth-grade science teacher who has a

master’s degree in Education, describes him as “intellectually disabled.” Ex. E,
Fayne Declaration.
32.

Mr. Payne also meets the second prong of the intellectual disability

criteria which requires a person to have deficits in adaptive behavior.
33.

The medical community focuses the adaptive-functioning inquiry on

adaptive deficits instead of adaptive strengths. Moore, 137 S. Ct. at 1050.
(“[S]ignificant limitations in conceptual, social, or practical adaptive skills [are] not
outweighed by the potential strengths in some adaptive skills.”).

10
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34.

“Deficits in only one of the three adaptive-skills domains suffice to

show adaptive deficits.” Id. The three domains include:
a. the conceptual domain (i.e., language, reading, writing, money, time,
and number concepts);
b. the social domain (i.e., interpersonal skills, self-esteem, gullibility,
social problem-solving); and
c. the practical domain (i.e., activities of daily living, use of community
resources, money management, work skills, health and safety
awareness).
35.

Dr. Martell reviewed all of Mr. Payne’s adaptive behavior data and

opined that Mr. Payne has significant deficits.
36.

Rolanda Payne, Mr. Payne’s younger sister, states that Mr. Payne

could not help her with her homework. Rolanda states that the family knew Mr.
Payne struggled academically. She describes how he could only follow instructions
that were short and simple. If the instructions were long or complicated, he would
fail to complete the task. Mr. Payne could not comprehend complex questions. Mr.
Payne could not iron clothes. He would burn holes in his clothes when he ironed. If
the fabric was nice, his mother did the ironing. Mr. Payne’s mother did not allow
him to wash clothes. His parents accepted his limitations and did not pressure him
to do better in school. Ex. F, Rolanda Payne Declaration.
37.

As a teenager, Mr. Payne worked for a short time at a Pizza Hut. His

supervisor, Warren Monego, states Mr. Payne was “slower mentally” and “mentally

11
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challenged.” Mr. Monego states that Mr. Payne “was forever trying to hide the fact
that he was mentally challenged.” Ex. G, Monego Declaration.
38.

Carl Payne, Pervis’ father, states, “Pervis could follow simple [oral]

directions or instructions … but I generally had to repeat them several times to be
sure he understood. If the instructions had too many steps, he could not follow
them.” Pervis learned to walk and talk later than his siblings. He could not fix
meals for the family or do his own laundry. Carl Payne describes Pervis’
vocabulary as limited. Mrs. Payne had to help Pervis with his homework almost
every night. Pervis also could not use a ruler or measuring tape. Ex. H, Carl Payne
Declaration.
39.

Irene Thomas, the Payne’s next door neighbor, states that Mr. Payne

could not feed himself until age 5. Ex. I, Thomas Declaration.
40.

Friend Zac Hayslett stated that Mr. Payne could not count money or

add up items purchased at a store. Ex. J, Hayslett Declaration.
41.

Mr. Payne was also gullible. He would go along with whatever was

suggested without ever thinking of the consequences.
42.

Vera Wherry, a neighbor, states, “People took advantage of Pervis.” If

you needed anything done he would do it. People used him for rides because he had
a car. Ex. K, Wherry Declaration.
43.

Regarding adaptive behavior, Dr. Martell opined that Mr. Payne

suffers from deficits in each of the three domains, satisfying the second prong of
the intellectual disability criteria. Ex. A.
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44.

Dr. Martell also determined that Mr. Payne satisfies the third prong of

the intellectual disability criteria – the intellectual disability manifested during
the developmental period, or by eighteen (18) years of age. Id.
45.

Mr. Payne has always been intellectually disabled but could not

adjudicate his claim due to procedural obstacles erected by the State of Tennessee.
46.

For many years, the State of Tennessee’s definition of intellectual

disability was out of step with scientific norms. Compare, Howell v. State, 151
S.W.3d 450, 457 (Tenn. 2004) (prohibiting the consideration of the standard error
of measurement when assessing an individual’s intellectual disability); with Hall v.
Florida, 572 U.S. 701, 712 (2014) (Eighth Amendment requires that evaluation of
reported IQ scores consider the standard error of measurement). Because Mr.
Payne had a reported IQ score higher that “70”, he was prevented from raising an
intellectual disability claim due to Tennessee’s strict (and unconstitutional) criteria
excluding IQ scores of “71” or above.
47.

Not until 2011 did the Tennessee Supreme Court conclude that the

standard error of measurement could be considered when assessing a petitioner’s
intellectual disability claim. Coleman v. State, 341 S.W.3d 221, 247 (Tenn. 2011).
48.

In light of the Coleman decision, Mr. Payne filed an amended petition

for relief from his death sentence in state court. In that petition, Mr. Payne asked
to prove he is intellectually disabled. Because there was no procedure to raise this
claim, Mr. Payne sought relief via: (1) a motion to reopen his post-conviction
proceedings under Tenn. Code Ann. § 40-30-117 in which he sought retroactive
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application of Coleman, and (2) Tennessee’s coram nobis statute pursuant to Tenn.
Code Ann. § 40-26-105.
49.

After the state trial court denied relief, the Tennessee Court of

Criminal Appeals concluded that Mr. Payne could not invoke Coleman as grounds
for relief under Tennessee’s motion to reopen statute.
50.

Mr. Payne was also denied relief on the coram nobis claim.

51.

Shortly thereafter, Mr. Payne also sought retroactive application of

Hall v. Florida by moving to reopen his post-conviction proceedings under Tenn.
Code Ann. §40-30-117. He was denied relief.
52.

In September 2019, the State of Tennessee moved to set execution

date. Mr. Payne once again presented evidence he is intellectually disabled. He
asked the Court to refrain from setting an execution date and to provide him a
forum to present his claim. He was denied relief.
53.

The holding of Atkins is frustrated by Tennessee’s failure to create a

procedural vehicle that would allow Mr. Payne to raise his intellectual disability
claim. This is evidenced by the Tennessee Supreme Court’s invitation to the
Tennessee General Assembly to create a procedure. In 2016, the Tennessee
Supreme Court encouraged the Tennessee General Assembly “to consider whether
another appropriate procedure should be enacted to enable defendants condemned
to death prior to the enactment of the intellectual disability statute to seek a
determination of their eligibility to be executed.” Payne v State, 493 S.W.3d 478,
492 (Tenn. 2016). The General Assembly has failed to create a procedure.
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However, on August 31, 2020, Representative G.A. Hardaway, Chairperson of the
Tennessee Black Caucus of State Legislators, announced the intent of the TBCSL
to introduce such a bill on the first day of the 112th General Assembly. Rep.
Hardaway has appointed a subcommittee of the TBCSL, led by Rep. Barbara
Cooper, to draft language for the bill.
54.

The Tennessee Supreme Court also has the authority to create a

procedure for Mr. Payne to adjudicate his claim. In Van Tran v. State, 6 S.W.3d
257 (Tenn. 1999), the court faced similar set of circumstances. There, the court
observed that no statute existed to permit the adjudication of a claim of
incompetence to be executed. Recognizing that “the Eighth Amendment to the
United States Constitution precludes execution of a prisoner who is incompetent[,]”
Van Tran, 6 S.W.3d at 260 (emphasis added), the court created a procedure for a
defendant to present his claim.
55.

The court recognized that it had “an affirmative constitutional duty to

ensure that no incompetent prisoner is executed.” Id. at 265. To date, the
Tennessee Supreme Court has not lived up to that constitutional duty because it
has consistently refused to adjudicate Mr. Payne’s intellectual disability claim.
EXHAUSTION OF ADMINISTRATIVE REMEDIES
56.

There are no available administrative remedies to exhaust. See 42

U.S.C. § 1997e(a) (2013). “An inmate … must exhaust available remedies, but need
not exhaust unavailable ones.” Ross v. Blake, 136 S. Ct. 1850, 1858 (2016).
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CAUSE OF ACTION
COUNT ONE: PROCEDURAL DUE PROCESS
57.

Mr. Payne incorporates by reference each allegation in the preceding

paragraphs as if set forth fully herein.
58.

The United State Constitution forbids the execution of persons who are

intellectually disabled. Atkins, 536 U.S. 304; Hall, 572 U.S. 701; Moore, 137 S.Ct.
221.
59.

Mr. Payne is intellectually disabled.

60.

Mr. Payne has a constitutionally protected liberty interest in not being

executed.
61.

Mr. Payne is constitutionally entitled to a hearing on his Atkins claim.

62.

Defendants are on notice that Mr. Payne is intellectually disabled.

63.

“States may not disregard a controlling, constitutional command in their own

courts.” Montgomery v. Louisiana, 136 S. Ct. 718, 727 (2016), as revised (Jan. 27,

2016).
64.

The State of Tennessee has no interest in the execution of a person

with intellectual disability.
65.

The State of Tennessee’s post-conviction procedures are fundamentally

inadequate to vindicate Mr. Payne’s fundamental substantive right not to be
executed because his execution is forbidden by the Constitution.
66.

Mr. Payne has a fundamental right to be heard on his claim that he is

ineligible for execution.
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67.

Defendants, acting under color of state law in their official capacities,

have deprived and continue to deprive Mr. Payne of a liberty interest without due
process by detaining him under a sentence of death and by proceeding with his
scheduled execution even though he is intellectually disabled.
COUNT TWO: SUBSTANTIVE DUE PROCESS
68.

Mr. Payne incorporates by reference each allegation in the preceding

paragraphs as if set forth fully herein.
69.

The constitutional prohibition against execution of persons with

intellectual disability was not recognized until 2002 in Atkins.
70.

The constitutional prohibition creates a substantive right that was

made retroactive.
71.

Mr. Payne has a substantive due process right to a hearing to present

his Atkins claim.
72.

The State of Tennessee refuses to provide process for Mr. Payne to

present his proof.
73.

The Tennessee Supreme Court has held that the State of Tennessee

has no interest, compelling or otherwise, in the execution of a person who is
intellectually disabled. Defendants’ action in holding Mr. Payne under a sentence
of death and intent to execute him without providing him any process to adjudicate
his Atkins claim shocks the conscience and violates his right to substantive due
process.
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COUNT THREE: EQUAL PROTECTION
74.

Mr. Payne incorporates by reference each allegation in the preceding

paragraphs as if set forth fully herein.
75.

This action seeks to restrain state officers from carrying out the

unconstitutional execution of Mr. Payne who is prevented from resorting to the
courts for the purpose of determining his intellectual disability due to a procedural
hole caused by the State legislature, and who are thereby denied the equal
protection of the laws guaranteed under the Fourth and Fourteen Amendments to
the United States Constitution and under the Tennessee State Constitution.
76.

As a direct and proximate result of Respondents’ enforcement of

unconstitutional execution orders against Payne and other similarly situated
defendants have no adequate legal, administrative, or other remedy by which to
prevent or minimize the continuing irreparable harm to their constitutional rights
to equal protection of law guaranteed under the Eighth and Fourteenth
Amendments to the United States Constitution and the Tennessee State
Constitution.
77.

Sovereign immunity is not applicable in this cause because this action

seeks to enjoin Tony Parker, as Commissioner, and Tony Mays, as Warden, from
enforcing unconstitutional execution orders against Mr. Payne and other similarly
situated defendants who will suffer irreparable harm if Respondents are not
prevented from their actions. See, Ex Parte Young, 209 U.S. 123 (1908).
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CONCLUSION
78.

Persons with intellectual disability “face a special risk of wrongful

execution.” Atkins, 536 U.S., at 321. Because the execution of intellectually
disabled persons serves no valid penological purpose, it is forbidden. Moore, 137
S.Ct. at 1048. The State of Tennessee should not be permitted to evade this
constitutional restriction through procedural technicalities.
PRAYER FOR RELIEF
79.

Mr. Payne has no adequate remedy to redress the wrongs suffered as

set forth in this complaint. Mr. Payne will irreparably suffer injury because of the
State of Tennessee’s failure to provide him with a mechanism to have his claim
heard. The need for relief is critical because the rights at issue are paramount
under the United States Constitution.
WHEREFORE, Plaintiff respectfully requests this Court grant the following
relief:
1. Enter an order granting a declaratory judgment that the absence of a
procedure that would allow adjudication of Plaintiff’s Atkins claim violates
the Eighth and Fourteenth Amendments to the United States
Constitution;
2. Issue a temporary injunction preventing the warden from carrying out
Mr. Payne’s execution until a procedure is created for him to adjudicate
his Atkins claim;
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3. Retain jurisdiction until Defendants have complied with the orders of this
Court; and
4. Grant further relief this Court finds necessary and just.
Because of the December 3, 2020 execution date, Plaintiff requests expedited
consideration.
For all of the foregoing reasons, this Court should grant relief.
Respectfully Submitted,
FEDERAL PUBLIC DEFENDER FOR
THE MIDDLE DISTRICT OF
TENNESSEE
KELLEY J. HENRY, BPR#21113
Supervisory Asst. Federal Public
Defender 810 Broadway, Suite 200
Nashville, TN 37203
Phone: (615) 736-5047
Fax: (615) 736-5265

/s/ Kelley J. Henry
Counsel for Mr. Payne
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I certify that on September 14, 2020, I emailed a copy of the foregoing to
counsel for Defendants, Debra Inglis, 320 6th Avenue North, Nashville, TN 37243.

/s/ Kelley J .Henry
Counsel for Mr. Payne
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Daniel A. Martell, Ph.D., A.B.P.P.
Forensic Psychology and Neuropsychology
Forensic Neuroscience Consultants, Inc.
64 Fairlake
Irvine, CA 92614

(949) 230-7321 (Office)
(949) 786-7476 (Fax)
damartell@aol.com
www.forensicneuroscience.com

BY ELECTRONIC MAIL
September 10, 2020
Kelley J. Henry
Supervisory Asst. Federal Public Defender
810 Broadway, Suite 200
Nashville, TN 37203
RE:

Pervis Payne Examination

Dear Ms. Henry,
I am writing to share the findings and opinions from my examination
and testing of Mr. Payne, and review of the case materials you have
provided pursuant to the above captioned matter.
Referral Question
You have asked that I examine and test Mr. Payne in order to provide
the Court with opinions regarding whether he meets the diagnostic
criteria for Intellectual Disability pursuant to Atkins v. Virginia.
Summary of Opinions
Based on my examination, interviews, and review of the materials that
I have been provided, I have reached the following opinions to a
reasonable degree of psychological certainty:
(1) Mr. Payne has significantly subaverage intellectual functioning
based on valid, objective test scores that fall within the range of
Intellectual Disability.
(2) Mr. Payne exhibits significant deficits or impairments in all three
domains of adaptive functioning (Conceptual, Social and Practical) at
the level of “Mild” to “Moderate” severity.
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Forensic Neuropsychological Report
September 10, 2020

PAYNE, Pervis
Page 2 of 34

(3) Mr. Payne’s intellectual and adaptive deficits originated in the
developmental period.
(4) Mr. Payne meets all of the criteria for Intellectual Disability
pursuant to Atkins v. Virginia.
Qualifications of Examiner
I was an expert witness for the Government in Atkins v. Virginia, and I
have since consulted on dozens of Atkins-related cases for both
prosecutors and defense attorneys throughout the country.
I received a Bachelor's Degree in psychology with honors from
Washington and Jefferson College (1980), a Master’s Degree in
psychology from the University of Virginia (1985), and a Ph.D. in
clinical psychology from the University of Virginia (1989). I completed
my clinical psychology internship specializing in forensic psychology at
New York University Medical Center, Bellevue Hospital, and Kirby
Forensic Psychiatric Center in New York City (1986-1987), and was
awarded a Post-Doctoral Fellowship in Forensic Psychology, also at
New York University Medical Center, Bellevue Hospital, and Kirby
Forensic Psychiatric Center during which I specialized in forensic
neuropsychology (1987-1988).
I am Board Certified in Forensic Psychology by the American Board of
Forensic Psychology of the American Board of Professional Psychology,
Diplomate Number 5620. I am a Fellow of the American Academy of
Forensic Psychology; a Fellow and Past-President of the American
Academy of Forensic Sciences; and a Fellow of the National Academy
of Neuropsychology. I am licensed as a clinical psychologist by the
State of California, License Number PSY15694.
I am also licensed as a clinical psychologist by the State of New York,
License Number 011106.
I am currently an Assistant Clinical Professor of Psychiatry and
Biobehavioral Sciences at the Semel Institute for Neuroscience and
Human Behavior and the Resnick Neuropsychiatric Hospital of the
David Geffen School of Medicine at UCLA. From 1992 to 1996 I was a
Clinical Assistant Professor in the Department of Psychiatry at New
York University School of Medicine.
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I have authored over 100 publications and presentations at
professional meetings, with a research emphasis on forensic issues
involving forensic neuropsychological assessment, mental disorders,
brain damage, intellectual disability, elder capacities, and violent
criminal behavior.
I have been admitted to testify as an expert witness in more than two
hundred cases, including testimony in both criminal and civil matters
in federal and state courts throughout the United States. I have
consulted and testified for both prosecutors and defense attorneys in
criminal cases, as well as plaintiffs and defense attorneys in civil
matters.
Basis for Opinions
Scope of Examination and Informed Consent
I personally examined Mr. Payne on 11/19/2019 and 11/20/2019 in a
quiet, semiprivate conference room at the Riverbend Correctional
Facility in Nashville, TN for a total of approximately nine (9) hours.
Comfort breaks were taken as needed.
He was advised that I had been retained by your office, of the limits on
confidentiality in this forensic context, and of the lack of any treating
relationship between us. Mr. Payne was able to provide his informed
consent to participate with this understanding.
Materials Reviewed
I have reviewed the background materials provided by your office:
•

Munford Tennessee school records, including test results in
achievement, intellectual functioning, grades, teacher
descriptions, and grade progression.

•

Test Record Forms for the Wechsler Adult Intelligence TestRevised, administered to Mr. Payne on October 10, 1987 and
March 25, 1996, and a partial record of the Stanford-Binet
Intelligence Scale on March 25, 1996.

•

Wide Range Achievement Test-Revised, partial record form,
1995 or 1996.
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•

Declaration by Martha Fayne, Munford High School teacher and
counselor, August 10, 2017.

•

Affidavit of Denise Wakefield Giles, Neighbor of the Payne family
in same school class as Mr. Payne, September 24, 2017.

•

Affidavit of Zac Hayslett, teen-age friend of Mr. Payne and
Minister of Music for the Greater Community Temple in
Memphis, August 13, 2017.

•

Statement and Affidavit by Rolanda Holman, sister to Mr. Payne,
January 6, 2012 J. Affidavit of Rolanda Holman, sister to Mr.
Payne, September 23, 2017.

•

Declaration by Warren Monego, employer of Mr. Payne from
1985-1988, July 28, 2010.

•

Declaration of Joseph Parker, Munford High School Science and
Math teacher, taught Mr. Payne in a 9th grade arithmetic class,
August 10, 2017.

•

Affidavit of Mary Ella Payne, Munford Drummond Elementary
School teacher who taught Mr. Payne is a reading resource class,
May 8, 2017.

•

Declaration by Tyrasha Payne, younger sister of Mr. Payne,
August 18, 2010.

•

Affidavit of John William Scott, Head Master at Tipton Rosemark
Academy, Principal at Munford High School in 1983-1984, May 8,
2017.

•

Affidavit of Everlina Sloan, Tipton County School District, taught
Social Studies classes to Mr. Payne when he was in 6, 7, and 8th
grades, May 8, 2017.

•

Statement of Andre Thomas, neighbor and classmate of Mr.
Payne, undated.

•

Affidavit of Sidney Thomas, lifelong associate of Mr. Payne who
observed him in church and in other settings, May 7, 2017.
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•

Affidavit of Damon Wherry, classmate of Pervis Payne in
elementary, middle, and high school, July 16, 2017.

•

Affidavit of Mary Williams, 9 grade English teacher, June 28,
2017.

•

Affidavit of Carl Payne, Mr. Payne's father, July 16, 2017.

•

Affidavit of Vera Wherry, neighbor of Mr. Payne, July 16, 2017.

•

Affidavit of Lovie Pryor, Mr. Payne's teacher in special math
program, July 15, 2017.

•

Affidavit of Darren McGraw, cousin to Mr. Payne, July 17, 2017.

•

Affidavit of Irene Thomas, neighbor of Mr. Payne, July 18, 2017.

•

Affidavit of Glenda Calhoun, 7" grade teacher, July 16, 2017,

•

Affidavit of Ruth Wakefield Johnson, friend of Mr. Payne, July 15,
2017.

•

Trial transcript, February 1998 trial, volumes 4 through 11.

•

Report of Daniel J. Reschley, Ph.D., 09/26/2017.

Tests and Procedures Administered
During my examination I administered a battery of intellectual and
neuropsychological tests and procedures including:
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Behavioral Observations and Mental Status Examination
Structured Neuropsychological Interview
Validity Indicator Profile
Rey’s 15 Items
Test of Memory Malingering
Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale-IV
Wechsler Memory Scale-IV
Wide Range Achievement Test-IV
Trail Making Test, Parts A and B
Boston Naming Test
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o Delis-Kaplan Executive Function System
 Color-Word Interference Test
o Wisconsin Card Sort
o Luria’s Tests of Graphomotor Sequencing and Inhibition
o Luria’s Tests of Motor Sequencing and Control
o Hooper Visual Organization Test
o Line Bi-Section Test
o Adaptive Functioning History and Clinical Interview
Background Information
Mr. Payne’s case, background, and family history have been
extensively discussed elsewhere in the case materials, and will not be
reiterated in detail here. Rather, information provided by him and
others relevant to a determination of his intellectual and adaptive
functioning will be presented below.
Family History
Mr. Payne reported that he was born on March 1, 1967 in Memphis,
TN. His father, Carl Payne, is a high school graduate who worked as a
painter and is now 77 years old. His mother, Bernice Payne passed
away in 2005 at the age of 64 from lung cancer. She also was a high
school graduate and worked in a curtain shade factory. He had a
sister named Tanesha who was six yours younger, but is now
deceased. He also has a sister named Rolanda who is now 45 and in
good health.
He reported no family history of psychiatric disorder.
He is single, has never been married, and has fathered no children.
Educational History
Mr. Payne stated that he completed the 11th grade, but failed the 12th
grade and did not graduate. He also reported that he failed the 7th
grade and was held back. At first he denied placement in Special
Education classes, but then explained that he was placed in a Reading
Skills Class in 6th, 7th, and 8th grades. He stated that his aunt Mary
Ella Payne worked for the school and was his remedial reading
teacher.
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His school records reflect that he was functioning significantly below
grade level on standardized academic achievement testing in the 4th,
5th, 6th, and 7th grades, with skills in most areas still at the fifth-grade
level by the time he was nine months into the 7th grade. His greatest
weaknesses involved his English language skills, including vocabulary,
reading comprehension, and total reading scores.
He was unable to pass the Tennessee Proficiency Test for language
skills, failing it in the 10th, 11th, and 12th grades.
Employment History
After failing the 12th grade he went to work with his father as a
painter’s helper. He explained, “He would put me in a place where I
couldn’t mess up or else he would come and clean up.”
He also said that he worked “for a season” at Pizza Hut.
Medical History
Mr. Payne reported that he was told he was born prematurely and
underweight.
Currently, he suffers from hypertension that was diagnosed in 1995,
and diabetes which was diagnosed in 2000. Both are treated with
medication. He also stated that he has colitis which runs in his family.
Finally, he reported that he suffers from glaucoma.
He denied any history of head injury, seizure, or cerebrovascular
disease.
Psychiatric History
Mr. Payne denied any psychiatric history prior to his incarceration, and
said that he currently receives no psychiatric treatment.
He also denied any history of suicidal ideation, stating, “I don’t have
that much courage.”
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Examination Findings
Behavioral Observations and Mental Status Examination
Pervis Payne is a 52-year-old African-American man who presented for
testing wearing white prison-issued scrubs over a grey long sleeve tshirt and tennis shoes. He had a full beard and wore a wooden
necklace, and a head scarf with a white baseball cap.
From the outset he was friendly and overly familiar with me. He was
cooperative and worked diligently throughout both days of
examination and testing.
He was well oriented to the world around him, knowing who he was,
where he was , and the approximate date and time. His motor
behavior was graceful with no observable abnormalities of posture or
gait.
His speech was produced at a normal rate and volume but with poor
articulation characterized by mumbling, speech dysfluency, and
occasional paraphasias. For example, he complained of a loss of
motor endurance, which he referred to as, “indurement.” While
discussing his glaucoma he reported having his, “rectal burned out”
rather than his retina. At other points he used the word, “over-re-ro”
in an effort to say that he was overwhelmed; “sloffiness” for laziness;
“arterial motives” for ulterior motives; and “you’ve’d” for used. He
also said that he stutters and has had, “‘pronounciation’ problems
always.” The quantity of his verbal output was within normal limits,
however.
His thoughts were expressed in a logical, coherent, and goal-directed
fashion with no evidence of formal thought disorder. His thought
content was free from fixed, false beliefs (i.e., delusions) or abnormal
sensory experiences (i.e., hallucinations).
However, he did explain past episodes when he has been perceived to
be psychotic as being related to his Pentecostal religious beliefs,
during which he has been taken to another realm “in the Holy Spirit of
God.” For example, he reported this while relating what has been
described as a psychotic episode after his colorectomy. He said that,
“a surge hit me and my body was not strong enough to take the
surge.” He went on to describe that his body, “swirled” and that he
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spoke strangely to attendants in a Pentecostal, “unknown tongue.”
“Me and God shook the whole hospital up. They could not deny the
presence. They couldn’t help but feel it.” He then told me about
having a near-death experience during which he saw Jesus and his
mother in a vault before being sent back to his body.
He also related his belief that he is able to, “slip out of my body and
then back into my body.” While feeling that he is out of his body he
described being able to leave his prison cell and travel out of the
facility to visit his home. He called this, “mental projecting,” and said,
“I can go to my Dad’s house and feel the Spirit that is there. Then I
uses that in my prayer.” He described the experience as, “like being
rebooted,” and referred to it as both, “supernatural,” and “Spiritual
Warfare.” He shared his concern that doing this has made him
forgetful. He also had some insight that other Pentecostals, “would
not approve” because, “I’ve taken it to another level” that goes
beyond what the Pentecostal religion teaches.
Emotionally his observable affect was right and broad in range and
intensity, and this remains stable duringboth days of the examination.
His affect was appropriately related to his mood and to the content of
his thoughts. His underlying mood was inferred to be mildly anxious
but otherwise euthymic. His insight was fair.
He described his appetite as, “pretty average,” and reported no recent
changes in his weight. He described his sleep as, “pretty good.” He
also described his social relationships and activities as, “pretty good.”
When asked how he's been doing emotionally he replied that he
experiences, “a mixture of emotions.” He said that he has, “emotions
everywhere,” and that, “I meditates [sic] … to cool my emotions.”
Cognitively, he complained of being forgetful and having noticed a
decrease in his attention span. With regard to speech and language
he stated that he can, “use simple words,” to express himself.
Neurocognitive Testing Results
Data Validity
In any high-stakes forensic examination such as this one, it is
imperative to determine whether the individual being tested is putting
forth their best effort, and to rule-out malingering. Therefore, I
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administered a battery of both free-standing and embedded measures
of effort to Mr. Payne.
These tests included both the Verbal and Nonverbal subtests of the
Validity Indicator Profile; the Test of Memory Malingering; Rey’s 15
Items; the WMS-IV Visual Memory II Recognition Trial; the WMS-IV
Logical Memory II Recognition Trial; and Reliable Digit Span.
His scores on each of these measures indicated that he was
performing to the best of his ability and was not malingering. Hence
the test data obtained can be considered reliable and valid indicators
of his current level of neurobehavioral functioning
Intelligence (IQ) Testing
During my examination and testing, Mr. Payne achieved a Full-Scale
IQ score of 72 on the Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale-IV. Adjusting
that score for norm obsolescence (i.e., the “Flynn-effect”) results in a
Full-Scale IQ score of 68.4. 1 Thus, Mr. Payne by either score has
significantly subaverage intellectual functioning that falls in the range
of Intellectual Disability.
Achievement Testing
Testing with the Wide Range Achievement Test-IV shows that the
learning problems that he had during his school years have endured
into adulthood. Despite having completed the 11th grade, Mr. Payne
functions at a first-grade level in math (placing him in the bottom 0.1
percentile for his age), and a sixth-grade level on reading and
sentence comprehension (bottom 5-7 percentiles). He did
demonstrate a relative strength for spelling, but with skills at the 8th
grade level he is still functioning below his 11th grade educational
level.
Attention and Speed of Information Processing
Mr. Payne exhibited mild impairment on a test of his visual attention
and speed of information processing (Trails A). These deficits were
also seen in mild-to-moderate impairments on the Symbol Search and
Coding subtests of the WAIS-IV.
1

Flynn Correction: 2019-2007 = 12 years x 0.3 = 3.6; FSIQ = 72 – 3.6 = 68.4.
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Memory Testing
Some of Mr. Payne’s greatest neurocognitive impairments during this
examination involved memory and verbal learning. His scores on the
Wechsler Memory Scale-IV placed both his Immediate and Delayed
Memory abilities in the “Extremely Low” range of functioning, at the
bottom 1% for his age (i.e. 99 percent of others of his age and
education have better fundamental memory abilities).
His Auditory Memory score also places him in the “extremely Low”
range of abilities, again in the bottom 1% of the population.
His only area of relative strength was for Visual Memory, where his
score placed him in the “Low Average” range (at the bottom 12th
percentile).
Language Functioning
His language functioning is significantly impaired, with clinical evidence
of expressive aphasia including dysnomia (an inability to find words for
things), paraphasia (an impaired ability to pronounce words correctly),
and neurodevelopmental stuttering.
His score on the Boston Naming Test, which evaluates his ability to
find the words for common objects, was 1.5 standard deviations below
expectation for his age, and 2.5 standard deviations below expectation
for his level of education.
Frontal Lobe - Executive Functioning
Testing of Mr. Payne’s frontal lobe “executive” functioning revealed
multiple deficit areas involving his divided attention and multitasking;
impulse control; behavioral perseveration (i.e. a pathological repetition
of behavior without self-awareness or control); and failure to maintain
cognitive “set” (i.e., he has great difficulty keeping track of what he is
supposed to be doing).
Severe grapho-motor perseveration was seen on a test where he was
required to write a line of alternating m’s and n’s, where his ability to
switch was grossly impaired:
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His performance on the Wisconsin Card Sort (a test of visual problem
solving) was generally intact, however he exhibited significant
impairment in his ability to keep track of what he was doing, resulting
in a Failure to Maintain Set score that placed him below the bottom 1st
percentile for his age and education.
On a test of his ability to inhibit common, learned responses in favor of
novel ones, and to switch quickly between competing task demands
(Delis-Kaplan Executive System Color-Word Test) his scores again
placed him below the bottom 1st percentile for his age and education.
This was seen in his scores for both speed and number of errors on the
Inhibition and Inhibition/Switching trials.
Finally, he demonstrated mild impairment on a test of his ability to
switch effectively between competing stimuli (Trails B) again indicating
difficulty with set-switching and multitasking.
Visual Perception and Organization
Tests of Mr. Payne’s visual perception and organization skills were
within normal limits on the Line Bi-section test and the Hooper Visual
Organization Test.
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Evidence Regarding Intellectual Disability
The DSM-5 defines Intellectual Disability (ID) as a neurodevelopmental
disorder that begins in childhood and is characterized by intellectual
difficulties as well as difficulties in conceptual, social, and practical
areas of living. The DSM-5 diagnosis of ID requires the satisfaction of
three criteria:
1. Deficits in intellectual functions, such as reasoning, problem
solving, planning, abstract thinking, judgment academic learning
and learning from experience, confirmed by both clinical
assessment and individualized, standardized intelligence testing;
2. Deficits in adaptive functioning that result in failure to meet
developmental in socio cultural standards for personal
independence and social responsibility. Without ongoing support,
the adaptive deficits limit functioning in one or more activities of
daily life, such as communication, social participation, and
independent living, across multiple environments, such as home,
school, work , and community; and
3. Onset of intellectual and adaptive deficits during the
developmental period.
The DSM-5 definition of ID encourages a more comprehensive view of
the individual than was true under the fourth edition, DSM-IV-TR.
More importance is placed on clinical judgment with regard the
presence of adaptive deficits, and less emphasis is placed on brightline IQ cutoff scores. The DSM-5 has also placed significantly more
emphasis on adaptive functioning and the performance of usual life
skills as the hallmark indicia of intellectual disability.
Diagnostic Criterion A:
IQ and Neuropsychological Test History
The DSM-5 includes the following discussion with regard to evaluating
Criterion A:
Criterion A refers to intellectual functions that involve reasoning,
problem solving, planning, abstract thinking, judgment, learning
from instruction and experience, and practical understanding.
Critical components include verbal comprehension, working
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memory, perceptual reasoning, quantitative reasoning, abstract
thought, and cognitive efficiency. Intellectual functioning is
typically measured with individually administered and
psychometrically valid, comprehensive, culturally appropriate,
psychometrically sound tests of intelligence. Individuals with
intellectual disability have scores of approximately 2 standard
deviations or more below the population mean, including a
margin for measurement error (generally +5 points).
*
*
*
*
Factors that may affect his scores include practice effects and
the “Flynn effect” (overly high scores due to out-of-date test
norms).
*
*
*
*
Individual cognitive profiles based on neuropsychological testing
are more useful for understanding intellectual abilities than a
single IQ score. Such testing may identify areas of relative
strengths and weaknesses, an assessment important for
academic and vocational planning.
IQ test scores are approximations of conceptual functioning but
may be insufficient to assess reasoning in real-life situations and
mastery of practical tasks. For example, a person with an IQ
score above 70 may have such severe adaptive behavior
problems in social judgement, social understanding, and other
areas of adaptive functioning that the person's actual functioning
is comparable to that of individuals with a lower IQ score. Thus,
clinical judgment is needed in interpreting the results of IQ
tests. 2
Mr. Payne’s IQ and Neurocognitive Functioning
During my examination and testing, Mr. Payne achieved a Full-Scale
IQ score of 72. Adjusting that score for norm obsolescence (i.e., the
“Flynn-effect”) results in a Full-Scale IQ score of 68.3 Mr. Payne thus
has significantly subaverage intellectual functioning that falls in the
range of Intellectual Disability.
This finding is consistent with Mr. Payne’s history of past IQ testing,
which has consistently shown his IQ to be significantly subaverage and
2
3

DSM-5, p. 37.
Flynn Correction: 2019-2007 = 12 years x 0.3 = 3.6; FSIQ = 72 – 3.6 = 68.4.
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in the range of Intellectual Disability, placing his Flynn-adjusted FullScale IQ between 73 and 75. 4
During my examination, I also did additional neurocognitive testing to
look at his capacity for reasoning, problem-solving, planning, abstract
thinking, academic learning, and learning from experience. The
results of that testing revealed clinically significant and significantly
subaverage functioning in the following areas:
•

His reading skills are in the Bottom 5th percentile for his age

•

His mathematics skills are below the bottom 0.1 percentile for
his age

•

His language functioning is significantly impaired, with evidence
of expressive aphasia including dysnomia (an inability to find
words for things), paraphasia (an impaired ability to pronounce
words correctly), and neurodevelopmental stuttering.

•

Both his Immediate and Delayed Memory are functioning in the
bottom 1 percentile, as is his Auditory Memory.

•

Testing of his frontal lobe executive functioning revealed deficits
involving his capacity for:
(1) divided attention and multitasking;
(2) impulse control;
(3) behavioral perseveration (i.e. a pathological repetition
of behavior without self-awareness or control); and
(4) failure to maintain cognitive “set” (i.e., he has great
difficulty keeping track of what he is supposed to be
doing).

See Dr. Reschly’s 09/26/2017 report, p. 20: 1987 WAIS-R =FSIQ = 75.3; 1996
WAIS-R FSIQ = 72.6; 2010 WAIS-IV FSIQ = 73.
4
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Conclusion Regarding Mr. Payne’s Intellectual Functioning
It is my opinion that Mr. Payne meets Criterion A based on test scores
that place him within the range for a diagnosis of intellectual disability.
Mr. Payne’s impaired performance on the neuropsychological testing
administered during this examination in conjunction with his current
and prior IQ testing provides strong evidence of substantial
impairment in intellectual functions that involve reasoning, problem
solving, planning, abstract thinking, judgment, learning from
instruction and experience, and practical understanding; as well as
critical components that include verbal comprehension, working
memory, perceptual reasoning, quantitative reasoning, abstract
thought, and cognitive efficiency.
Diagnostic Criterion B:
Significant Deficits or Impairments in Adaptive Functioning
The second major prong of the Intellectual Disability diagnosis requires
evidence of impairment in Adaptive Functioning. Global impairment in
adaptive functioning is not required for the diagnosis of Intellectual
Disability. It is typical for adaptive strengths to co-exist with
weaknesses in this population. However, the diagnosis itself is made
based on the identification of adaptive weakness areas alone. Both
the DSM-5 and American Association on Intellectual and
Developmental Disabilities (AAIDD) criteria require impairment in one
broad domain of functioning (i.e., Conceptual, Practical, or Social).
Mr. Payne exhibits a pattern of broad impairment in his abilities
involving skills all three areas of Adaptive Functioning, including:
o The Conceptual Domain (i.e., language, reading, writing,
money, time, and number concepts);
o The Social Domain (i.e., interpersonal skills, self-esteem,
gullibility, social problem-solving); and
o The Practical Domain (i.e., activities of daily living, use of
community resources, money management, work skills,
health and safety awareness).
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THE CONCEPTUAL DOMAIN
The conceptual domain involves skills in language, reading, writing,
math, reasoning, knowledge, memory, and self-direction.
In this domain, there is both empirical and anecdotal evidence that Mr.
Payne has significant impairments that cluster in three broad areas,
including:
(1) functional academic skills:
(2) language skills; and
(3) concept formation and self-direction.
His record reflects a history of Conceptual Domain deficits in academic
functioning that is verified by current achievement testing; and also
includes failing both 7th grade and 12th grade, a repeated inability to
pass the Tennessee Language Proficiency Test; descriptions from
teachers of difficulty with reading comprehension; and placement in
reading resource classes. His history also reflects impairment in his
language skills, including stuttering and problems expressing himself
verbally (expressive aphasia).
His school records indicate broad impairments in his functional
academic skills from a very young age, with standardized testing in the
fourth-grade placing his academic achievement two years behind, at
the second-grade level. This included scores at or below the secondgrade level for vocabulary, reading comprehension, word skills, math
concepts, spelling, language, social science, and listening
comprehension. Academic achievement testing in subsequent years
(i.e. fifth, sixth, and seventh grades) revealed that his general
academic functioning continued to be at least two grade levels below
his actual grade and deteriorated further as the material became more
difficult, despite repeating the seventh grade. This pattern of
impairment across the spectrum of academic abilities would be
indicative of the subaverage cognitive functioning associated with
Intellectual Disability, rather than a specific learning disability.
As an adult, he continues to demonstrate impairment in his functional
academic skills, as well as having deficits in memory and executive
functioning identified by neuropsychological testing (see above).
Mr. Payne was administered the Reading subtest of the Wide Range
Achievement Test - Revised (WRAT-R) on 02/25/1996 when he was 28
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years old, and his word reading ability was found to be at the 5th
grade level. During my examination, testing with the Wide Range
Achievement Test-IV showed that Mr. Payne functions at a first-grade
level in math (placing him in the bottom 0.1 percentile for his age),
and a sixth-grade level on reading and sentence comprehension
(bottom 5-7 percentiles).
Evelena Flowers Sloan was Mr. Payne’s Social Studies teacher in
6th, 7th, and 8th grades. In her sworn affidavit dated 05/08/2017 she
stated:
Pervis was very slow and had a hard time comprehending. I had
to work one on one with him.
When Pervis took a test he invariably would fail. I would let him
retake the test and sit and help him get the answers to the test.
I would read the questions to him, and sometimes I would just
have to give him the answers. Pervis still had problems even
when I was working one on one with him and breaking it down
to the 1st or 2nd grade level. Even then I would have to point out
the answer.
Pervis’s handwriting wasn't legible.
Pervis stuttered and depending on the circumstances his stutter
would become more pronounced.
If the class was given instructions that had two steps, Pervis
couldn't keep up with them in his mind. He might do the first
step but then would ask “what did you say to do for the 2nd
part?”
Social studies class involved a lot of reading. I had students
read aloud. Pervis did not want to read. He didn't know all the
words and wasn't comprehending what he read.
Although Pervis was trying he could not get it. He would become
frustrated because he could not understand.
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Glenda Calhoun taught Mr. Payne in the seventh grade. She stated
in her 07/16/2017 sworn affidavit that:
He was poor in reading but he always tried hard.
Pervis went out for resource reading, which was a special
program that gave extra help to a student having reading
problems. When a child was having problems they would be
referred to resource and then tested before being placed in the
resource class. Being in resource reading allowed Pervis to have
more time to take a test in any class.
Pervis had trouble with all content area subjects because he had
problems in reading and comprehension.
Mary Ella Payne was a resource reading teacher a Drummond
Elementary School, and had Mr. Payne in her resource reading class.
She stated in her sworn affidavit dated 05/08/2017 that:
Pervis seemed to have difficulty in comprehending certain things.
Some of his problem was reading and comprehending.
Somewhere he missed his phonics and therefore it was so hard
for him to comprehend how a word divided.
When Pervis was in my resource reading class, and he was given
something to do which had several steps, I had to keep
reminding him of the steps.
He had a limited vocabulary.
Lovie Pryor was a Title 1 special math program teacher at
Drummonds Elementary School, and had Mr. Payne in her class. She
stated in her 7/15/2017 sworn affidavit that:
Pervis was a challenged child. Language and the ability to
reason were his biggest problems.
Pervis wasn't good in math but he did enough to pass. Students
in the Title 1 program were given math problems they could
solve even if this meant they were given first grade problems
when they were in the eighth grade. Title 1 students were
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graded on their accomplishments in the special class not on
being able to do grade level work.
Pervis could not do a word problem. He couldn't do reasoning.
He could never learn the multiplication tables.
Mary Williams, who was Mr. Payne's teacher for 9th grade English,
stated in her sworn affidavit dated 6/28/2017 that:
Pervis Payne was a slow student. At the time when Pervis was
in school, programs were not in place to identify and to place
students appropriately so they could receive all the help they
needed.
I believe that Pervis had a resource English class as well as my
English class when this was the case they would receive their
grades through the resource class. When a student was in
resource they were excused or omitted from some of the
requirements. If they could show even some progress they
would get a satisfactory grade.
Pervis was not a good reader. His comprehending and writing
skills were very poor. His spelling was atrocious. He was a
student who could never get it. He couldn't even memorize
enough to pass a test. He just wasn't capable. He was just slow
and smiling.
In my class, the students were required to do a research and
writing project. Pervis could not complete this assignment.
Joseph Parker, Mr. Payne's Science and Math teacher in the ninth
grade stated in his declaration dated 08/16/2010:
Pervis Payne was a student in my arithmetic class. That class
was for students who were not proficient in math. These
students needed individualized attention and instruction to grasp
the concepts. Pervis failed the first six weeks, which intensified
my focus on motivating Pervis to make an improvement. He
ended up passing my class but I am extremely surprised that he
passed the math portion of the Tennessee Proficiency Exam.
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Mr. Payne’s 10th grade Science teacher, Martha Fayne, stated in her
08/17/2010 declaration that:
… Pervis was slow and had low comprehension. I remember
having to give him individual help in order for him to pass the
class. He didn’t read well enough to understand the material on
his own, and even when the material was explained to him, he
had to be told over and over what to do. He couldn’t retain
instructions or information from one day to the next.
… although he attended school through the 12th grade, he didn’t
graduate. The records indicate he took the Tennessee
Proficiency Exam five times and failed each time, except for the
math portion of one test he took in the ninth grade. This was
unusual.
John William Scott, the principal at Munford high school while Mr.
Payne was attending there, stated in his 05/08/2017 sworn affidavit
that:
Pervis had some learning difficulties.
He really struggled in English.
Pervis took the Tennessee Proficiency Test five times and still did
not pass the reading, spelling and language sections. This test
was based on 8th or 9th grade proficiency. However, Pervis
could not pass it even when he was a senior in high school. He
did not graduate from high school since he could not pass this
test.
Denise Wakefield Giles, a neighbor of Mr. Payne’s growing up and a
member of his father’s church started in her 09/24/2017 sworn
affidavit that:
We were in the same grade and in the same classroom from
kindergarten through 7th grade. Pervis failed the 7th grade and
I went on to the 8th grade while he repeated the 7th grade.
Pervis was a remedial student.
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Starting in the 3rd grade, the teachers would ask me to help
with the slower students. Pervis was always one of the students
I would tutor. … By the time we were in the seventh grade, I
was taking Pervis and several other remedial students to a
separate room where I tutored them. I would read a paragraph
to them two times and then have them read the same
paragraph. Even then, Pervis could not read the paragraph. He
pointed to each word as he read and when he would get stuck
I'd tell him to sound out the word. He wasn't able to sound out
words. When Pervis was in the seventh grade, he was reading
at the first or second grade level. He knew words like cat, dog,
ear, and house but beyond that he had problems.
He couldn't spell. He was not able to understand when to use
“ph” and when to use “f” or when a word started with a “k” or a
“c”.
When I questioned Pervis on the content of what I had read to
him or what he had read, he never knew.
Pervis was way off on problem solving and remembering things.
He had a hard time grasping even the simplest concept.
When we were going to have a test, the teacher had me go over
the material with this group. Even then Pervis was not able to
answer the questions on the test. Some of us students would
hold up our paper and let Pervis copy our answers. Even though
the teachers objected to cheating on tests they allowed Pervis to
copy other student’s answers. Even when copying he had
trouble spelling the words correctly.
Pervis avoided reading. I never saw him reading and the
teachers never asked Pervis questions or required him to read in
class.
You could just forget trying to teach Pervis parts of speech.
Subjects, verbs, prepositions and other parts of speech were
beyond Pervis’s ability. When I was tutoring the remedial
students and asking them to diagram sentences, Pervis could
never break down a sentence. It was too difficult for him, he
just couldn't do it. He was never able to write a complex
sentence.
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Zack Hayslett, a Minister of Music at the Greater Community Temple
in Memphis, TN and who grew up with Mr. Payne in his father’s church
stated is his 08/13/2017 sworn affidavit that:
Pervis was kinda slow. He wasn't as quick to learn as the rest of
us. I remember vividly that it took Pervis longer to catch on to
something or understand everyday situations. Sometimes he'd
give up frustrated because he just couldn't learn.
I remember that Pervis had trouble reading in Sunday school.
Even when he was 18 years old, he would stumble over words.
Even though I was younger than Pervis I had to explain different
words to Pervis, he had a very limited vocabulary.
Damon Wherry, who was in the same class as Mr. Payne in
elementary and high school stated in his 07/16/2017 sworn affidavit
that:
Pervis stuttered a little bit and more when he got excited. We
would say, “man, get it out.”
In high school even though we were in the same grade and in
the same class, we knew his work was a couple grades behind.
In books he wasn't that smart.
Pervis never spoke out in class or volunteered to read. In class
you could volunteer or if they thought you weren't paying
attention the teacher would call on you . They never called on
Pervis.
I never saw Pervis reading a book.
Mr. Payne’s second cousin, Darren McGraw stated in his 07/17/2017
sworn affidavit that:
We were in the same Sunday school class and Pervis always had
trouble reading.
Sometimes, if I was working on something, I would ask Pervis to
read instructions or something for me. Then when I would read
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it for myself, it said something completely different from what
Pervis had read.
Pervis pretty much could not read. However, he had a way of
working with his deficits so they weren't noticeable. He'd say
something like he couldn't see because there was not enough
light or he needed glasses or something along that line.
Mr. Payne’s father, Carl Payne, states in his 07 16 2017 sworn
affidavit that:
Pervis Payne is my oldest child.
It took Pervis longer to walk and longer to talk than my other
children.
Pervis stuttered up until the time he was in the 12th grade.
Pervis does not have a large vocabulary. He used simple
sentences.
Pervis is a poor speller.
Pervis didn't read unless he absolutely had to. When he was in
school, we used to have to make him read. My wife had to help
him get his lessons every night. Pervis needed help with his
homework most of the time.
I tried to teach him, but he was not able to use a tape measure
or ruler and figure out the amount of paint needed. I could not
let Pervis bid on a job.
Mr. Payne’s younger sister Tyrasha Payne stated in her 08-18-2010
declaration that:
Pervis Payne is my older brother. Pervis is 5 years older than
me.
When I was growing up, my mother gave special attention to
Pervis. She told me that Pervis was born very premature and
didn't develop normally until he was two years old.
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I remember that Pervis was challenged in school. He just
couldn't comprehend English or math, but did somewhat better
in math than English. All through his school years, my mother
was constantly meeting with his teachers about his poor
academic performance.
Rolanda Holman, Mr. Payne's youngest sister, stated in her
01/06/2012 sworn affidavit that:
He is 7 years older than I am and my only brother. I have
always called him Bubba.
If I needed help with my homework, we knew that Bubba was
not the person to ask. My sister helped me, or if she couldn't my
older cousin would come over to help. Bubba was challenged
academically.
In a subsequent declaration dated 09/23/2017 Mr. Payne’s youngest
sister Rolanda Holman stated:
Once in a while Bubba will write me a short note to tell me to put
money on his books and sometimes he sends a card. There are
some insufficiencies with his grammar, spelling and punctuation
but I know what he is saying.
Conclusion Regarding Adaptive Impairment in the Conceptual
Domain
The Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders-5th Edition
characterizes the various severity levels for adaptive impairments seen
in Intellectual Disability. Based on the evidence summarized above,
Mr. Payne’s level of functioning is best captured by the DSM-5
description of “mild” severity in the conceptual domain:
For preschool children, there may be no obvious conceptual
differences. For school age children and adults, there are
difficulties in learning academic skills involved in reading,
writing, or arithmetic, time, or money, with support needed in
one or more areas to meet age – related expectations. In
adults, abstract thinking, executive function (i.e., planning,
strategizing, priority setting, and cognitive flexibility), and shortterm memory, as well as functional use of academic skills (e.g.,
reading, money management), are impaired. There is a
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somewhat concrete approach to problems and solutions
compared with age–mates. 5
THE SOCIAL DOMAIN
The social domain refers to empathy, social judgment, interpersonal
communication skills, the ability to make and retain friendships,
gullibility and vulnerability to manipulation, and similar capacities.
Mr. Payne’s record also reflects deficits in his Social Domain
functioning including impairment in age-appropriate conversion skills;
having children several years younger as playmates; problems with
self-esteem secondary to his poor academic performance and
placement in resource classes resulting in mocking from his peers
including being called “Pervis the Pervert,” “Payne in the Ass;” or
“Popeye” for his bulging eyes. His gullibility is also documented in the
records as involving being taken advantage of by others, and an
inability to think through a situation and what the consequences of his
decisions would be.
Sidney Thomas indicated that he has known Pervis Payne all his life.
In his sworn affidavit dated 05 07 2017 he stated:
Pervis stuttered a bit and when he got anxious and wanted to
get a word out he would stutter more.
I believe that Pervis could be easily tricked by people. People
took advantage of him, sometimes when you are kind people
take advantage of you. A couple of times when Pervis was sent
to pick up people for church someone along the way would ask
him to drop someone off somewhere or pick up something at a
store or bring it to them and he would be late getting to the
church. It seems that Pervis was not able to think through a
situation and see what the consequences might be.
Vera Wherry, who is from Mr. Payne’s neighborhood and grew up
with him riding the same school bus and attending the same church,
stated in her 07/16/2017 sworn affidavit that:
People would take advantage of Pervis. If there was anything
you needed he would do it. At times people were using him to
5

DSM-V, p. 34.
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drive them here and there. Since Pervis worked with his dad, he
had his own ride and money for gas.
Mr. Payne’s father, Carl Payne, states in his 07/16/2017 sworn
affidavit that:
Pervis could be tricked and fooled by others sometimes.
However, Pervis could not see it that way.
Conclusion Regarding Adaptive Impairment in the Social
Domain
The Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders - 5th Edition
(DSM-5) characterizes the various severity levels for adaptive
impairments seen in Intellectual Disability. Based on the evidence
summarized above, Mr. Payne’s level of functioning is best captured by
the DSM-5 descriptions for “Mild” severity in the social domain.
Mild impairment in the social domain is described as follows:
Compared with typically developing age–mates, the individual is
immature and social interactions. For example, there may be
difficulty in accurately perceiving peers’ social cues.
Communication, conversation, and language are more concrete
or immature than expected for age. There may be difficulties
regulating emotion and behavior in an age–appropriate fashion;
these difficulties are noticed by peers in social situations. There
is limited understanding of risk in social situations; social
judgment is immature for their age, and the person is at risk of
being manipulated by others (gullibility). 6
THE PRACTICAL DOMAIN
The practical domain centers on self-management in areas such as
personal care, job responsibilities, money management, recreation,
and organizing school and work tasks.
The records also establish impairment in Mr. Payne’s Practical Domain
functioning, including: Pica (eating dirt); difficulties with grooming,
cooking, and shopping for himself as a teenager; damaging clothing in
6

DSM-5, p. 35.
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the laundry; an inability to measure or “cut in” ceilings, windows, or
doors that undermined his ability to help in his father’s painting
business; engaging in dangerous behaviors like wandering off at the
Mall that placed his health and safety at risk as a child; and difficulties
learning his job responsibilities at Pizza Hut. He required extensive
external supports to accomplish everyday tasks at home and at work.
Irene Thomas was the next-door neighbor of the Payne family. She
stated in her sworn affidavit dated 07/18/2017 that:
I knew that Pervis stuttered but he was around so much I was
used to it.
I heard that they had to feed Pervis until he was about five years
old. I heard that he would just sit at the table and wait for food
to be put in his mouth.
Zack Hayslett, a Minister of Music at the Greater Community Temple
in Memphis, TN and who grew up with Mr. Payne in his father’s church
stated is his 08/13/2017 sworn affidavit that:
Pervis was a spare drummer who played occasionally when the
regular drummer was absent. Pervis could not follow a pattern
or syncopation and a drum solo was out of the question.
I recall going to the store with Pervis and adding up what he
wanted to purchase for him so he would know if he had enough
money. He could add one or two items but if it went to double
digits he could not add that in his head.
Pervis didn't know street names and he didn't understand maps.
For example, if someone was giving Pervis directions that he was
writing down, and he was told to turn onto Wright Street Pervis
would write down “Rite” Street and then of course he could not
find the street.
Sidney Thomas states that he has known Pervis Payne all his life. In
his sworn affidavit dated 05 07 2017 he stated:
I worked a lot at the church along with Pervis and his dad,
pastor Carl Payne. When his dad told him to do something such
as go and pick up supplies, paintbrushes, etc. his dad might
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have to tell him two or three times to make sure that Pervis
understood.
Warren Monego, the manager of the Pizza Hut where Mr. Payne
worked and his direct supervisor there, stated in his 07/28/2010
declaration:
Pervis Payne was slower mentally than the other employees. I
considered him to be mentally challenged.
Most employees could be trained by watching other employees,
but Pervis couldn't. I had to take the time to personally show
him what to do. Simple instructions were posted at the
workstations, but even after personalized training, Pervis needed
to look at the instructions on a regular basis, and had to be
reminded frequently to look at the instructions. This was
extremely unusual for an employee in a lay job. He was forever
trying to hide the fact that he was mentally challenged.
Mr. Payne’s father, Carl Payne, states in his 07/16/2017 sworn
affidavit that:
Pervis Payne is my oldest child.
It took Pervis longer to walk and longer to talk than my other
children.
Pervis stuttered up until the time he was in the 12th grade.
Pervis never prepared meals for the family and he did not do his
own laundry.
Pervis was able to be a helper to me in our painting business. …
Pervis could follow simple directions or instructions that I gave
him orally but I generally had to repeat them several times to be
sure he understood. If the instructions had too many steps he
could not follow them. I never gave Pervis written directions.
I tried to teach him, but he was not able to use a tape measure
or ruler and figure out the amount of paint needed. I could not
let Pervis bid on a job.
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Mr. Payne’s younger sister Tyrasha Payne stated in her 08-18-2010
declaration that:
Pervis Payne is my older brother. Pervis is 5 years older than
me.
When I was growing up, my mother gave special attention to
Pervis. She told me that Pervis was born very premature and
didn't develop normally until he was two years old.
I remember that my mother shopped for all of Pervis’s clothes as
he was growing up. Even as a teenager, when most boys were
shopping for themselves, she continued to do his shopping. She
also laid out his clothes for him to wear in the mornings.
Rolanda Holman, Mr. Payne's youngest sister, stated in her
01/06/2012 sworn affidavit that:
He is 7 years older than I am and my only brother. I have
always called him Bubba.
Bubba also attempted to cook on a regular basis, but I wouldn't
eat what he cooked. My sister and I still joke about his failed
attempts to cook fried chicken. He would always get the grease
too hot and smoke up the kitchen. The outside of the chicken
looked done but the inside was raw. My mother told him time
after time to let it cook at a lower temperature, but he never got
it right.
In a subsequent declaration dated 09/23/2017 Mr. Payne’s youngest
sister Rolanda Holman stated:
When I am talking to Bubba and telling him something if it is not
something simple I may have to explain more or say it a
different way. If I am talking about my job or something
complex that is what I have to do.
Bubba can understand and answer simple questions but if the
question is complex he may say “now what do you mean.” He
may ask a question to help him understand the question you
asked.
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When Bubba was younger and living at home, he was able to
follow simple directions. From what I recall he was able to follow
and do what was requested if the instructions were short and
simple. Sometimes my mom would give a series of stuff to do, a
litany of things, and then he couldn't remember to do it all.
However if she only told him two things to do such as clean the
kitchen and vacuum then he'd remember. If you told him
multiple things to do such as mow the yard, trim the trees and
vacuum something was going to get left off.
Sometimes Bubba would iron his own clothes and burn a hole in
them because he had the temperature too high. When it came
to good materials mom would iron his clothes.
Mom would not let him wash clothes. He knew how to wash his
paint clothes but as far as washing good clothes mom washed
those. He may put in too much washing powder.
My sister, Bubba and I learned social skills by being actively
involved in church. My sister and I would get up and read
scripture in church. Bubba didn't read, so he couldn't do that.
Bubba's vocabulary is basic, he uses simple words. I don't know
if he would know how to use complex words. Sometimes I need
to ask him to help me understand when he's trying to tell me
something.
Bubba couldn't help us with homework.
At one time Bubba worked at the Pizza Hut but he had problems
with making pizza.
I don't think Bubba set any long-term goals and plans for
himself. He was happy just finishing the job he was working on.
Bubba knew how to check oil in a car but not how to change the
oil. Dad changed the oil in the cars and did maintenance on the
vehicles. Dad taught Bubba how to change a flat tire. Anything
hands-on Bubba could do. If you gave him instructions to read
that would be difficult for him, however if you showed him and
told him step-by-step, he would learn better.
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My mom did everything for him. He'd say what he needed and
she enabled him.
Conclusion Regarding Adaptive Impairment in the Practical
Domain
The Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders - 5th Edition
(DSM-5) characterizes the various severity levels for adaptive
impairments seen in Intellectual Disability. Based on the evidence
summarized above, Mr. Payne’s level of functioning is best captured by
the DSM-5 descriptions of “Moderate” severity in the practical
domain.
Moderate impairment in the practical domain is described as follows:
The individual can care for personal needs involving eating,
dressing, elimination, and hygiene as an adult, although an
extended period of teaching and time is needed for the individual
to become independent in these areas, and reminders may be
needed. Similarly, participation in all household tasks can be
achieved by adulthood, although an extended period of teaching
is needed, and ongoing support will typically occur for adult level
performance. Independent employment in jobs that require a
limited conceptual and communication skills can be achieved,
but considerable support from coworkers, supervisors, and
others as needed to manage social expectations, job
complexities, and ancillary responsibilities such as scheduling,
transportation, health benefits, and money management. A
variety of recreational skills can be developed. This typically
requires additional supports and learning opportunities over an
extended period of time. Maladaptive behavior is present in a
significant minority and causes social problems. 7
Diagnostic Criterion C:
Onset of Intellectual and Adaptive Deficits During the
Developmental Period
Both the record and my clinical examination make a clear and
unequivocal case that the onset of Mr. Payne’s Intellectual Disability
occurred during the developmental period.

7

Ibid.
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Summary of Opinions
Based on my examination, interviews, and review of the materials that
I have been provided, I have reached the following opinions to a
reasonable degree of psychological certainty.
Opinion with Regard to Intellectual Functioning
As noted above, it is my opinion that Mr. Payne has significantly
subaverage intellectual functioning based on valid, objective test
scores within the range of intellectual disability.
Opinion with Regard to Impairments in Adaptive Functioning
Mr. Payne exhibits significant deficits or impairments in all three
domains of adaptive functioning (Conceptual, Social and Practical), at
the level of “Mild” to “Moderate” severity. His adaptive impairments
are clearly related to his underlying cognitive limitations. There is
substantial “convergent validity” from anecdotal, contemporaneous,
and empirical data sources supporting the conclusion that Mr. Payne
functions adaptively in the range of Intellectual Disability, which meets
the second diagnostic prong.
Opinion with Regard to Age of Onset
It is my opinion that Mr. Payne’s intellectual and adaptive deficits find
their origin in the developmental period. The data discussed above
clearly show that he was exhibiting impairments in conceptual, social,
and practical adaptive abilities during his development prior to age 18.
Based on these findings, is it clear that Pervis Payne meets all of the
criteria for a diagnosis of Intellectual Disability.
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Thank you for the opportunity to evaluate this interesting case. If you
have any questions, please feel free to contact me directly any time at
(949) 230-7321.
Sincerely,

Daniel A. Martell, Ph.D., A.B.P.P.
Fellow, American Academy of Forensic Psychology
Fellow, National Academy of Neuropsychology
Fellow and Past President, American Academy of Forensic Sciences
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